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Cycle after routine of disappointment, frustration, anger, and even jealousy, all leads to
hopelessness during infertility. After 7 years of doing it my method, it only took three months
for all of us to conceive our boy by doing it God’s way!.Fifty percent of all proceeds will go
toward Compassion International’s Child Survival program..Infertility has not only robbed us of
the pleasure of motherhood but seemingly robbed us of hope too.Now instead of hoping,
infertility leaves us feeling empty and forgotten, even making us angry in God at times!This
was my infertility journey for 7 years BEFORE God showed me how I have been hoping in the
wrong things.God revealed how hoping in anything apart from HIM will ALWAYS why don't we
straight down...This book reveals step-by-step all God showed me to not only find hope again
but to completely heal from the pain of infertility.and More!Maybe in your HEART you know
that's true, but in your brain it's hard to continue believing on a daily basis. but HE will never let
us down!.Some topics we review include: Renewed Hope Becoming God Reliant The FIGHT
Deception Eliminating Frustrations Biblical InfertilityGod's Plan..If you feel like I felt during
infertility, you are sick and tired of wish because it appears to ALWAYS disappoint you.God
won't disappoint us… He will never keep us… He loves us no matter what our circumstances
may be. I know there can be an end to the season and joy on the other hand! I am so hopeful
that you will receive that BFP too by applying these biblical truths to your life! Sound familiar?
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Deeply moving & Existence changing for me This book is this honest explanation of one
woman's have a problem with infertility from a christian perspective of what is ordinarily a faith
breaking experience. Struggling to conceive can make you feel so by itself, but this book
offers blown me away! I've examine how Lillian Day backs everything with scripture &! I will be
re-reading the whole book with my hubby so we can both grow stronger.When you have
been trying to conceive (and particularly if you've felt separated from God during this time
period), I recommend scanning this publication! I'm excited to also obtain the journal as well
when my husband and I go back through it. Helpful - A Must Read! Lillian displays us how we
can grow our faith through this experience and receive the blessings that God offers
promised. I would/perform recommend this book for anyone who is TTCTF! Lillian tells
perfectly the struggle of coping with infertility & This publication and the companion journal
have got blessed me so much. I highly recommend it. God bless you Lillian Time! strengthens
my walk with Christ in this tough time. This book can be an amazing and inspirational read This
book is an amazing and inspirational read. Its an easy read, written in a very conversational
style. I am simply in awe!! This book is powerful with insight and truth. It had been also
comforting to listen to another woman of faith possess the same fears or even doubts. I
enjoyed feeling like I wasnt only in this trip. That helps assuage a few of the guilt I sensed. I’m
so pleased to become a part of her on the web group! That is a labor of love. I highly
recommend it Through listening deeply to her faith Lillian Day applied the teachings of
scripture directly to her actions, and found the peace she needed in her body to be able to
conceive. That is a labor of like. Lillian's story and working through the journal have grown my
relationship with God and elevated my my faith in him 100 fold or more. Never lose Faith ?? I'd
totally recommend this book for everybody TTC it has really exposed the entire world
connection between God and TTC. I am starting my third time reading it this week once I have
the journal ! I’m therefore excited ! It had been hard to decelerate in my reading. God can
bless you! TTCTF is normally such an amazing helpful reserve and tool in leading u to the right
places to begin your TTCTF walk. God provides given Lily the words to put in every sentence
and it has blessed me greatly. From web page one I was hooked. I attemptedto examine one
chapter a time in order that I could think about the message and take time to hear what God
was informing me. This book was wonderful. Everything that I have been considering and
feeling was organized right in front of me. Wonderful book! My husband and I have been TTC
for 8 years and the first 7 1/2 I spent bitter and isolated. I’ve been through a lot in my own life
but I think infertility will take the cake. My eyes were open to my lack of faith and what that
actually means. To trust in God’s goodness and favor, that He is able and great, but that I have
an individual responsibility in searching for Him. Trying to conceive through faith is indeed
powerful because it makes it not completely about us and will eventually make parenting a
lot more effective when we see the miracle of our children through the lense of endurance
through faith by God’s grace alone. I pray a lot more and have a lot more peace after going
through this publication and her journal. As a women dealing with infertility for 15 years, this
book was thus encouraging! Life giving reminders to have good faith This book hasn't only
changed my life, but the life in my marriage. Lillian many thanks so much for posting and
writing this book! She is amazing! I would recommend this reserve to anyone! She gives you
powerful tools step by step, while strengthening your romantic relationship with God during
the time of “in the wait. The very beginning pulled me in with feelings I've experienced along
my trip. There's soo a lot more I wish I could say about this but am at a loss for phrases. Lillian
is simple to read, right down to earth and shares useful steps and examples of prayers that



have helped them as they've walked this trip! I was honored to have got found it This book is
amazing! TTC and I found myself crying on so many chapters having been coping with
infertility myself for 12 years, and she shared just how Personally i think.” It’s difficult to
undergo this journey by itself and she's helped me to be more positive and hopeful.
Recommend! I am looking forward today with peace and hope. God Inspired I'm soo thankful
We ran across the group web page for the reserve on facebook!! I certainly believe it had
been God who led me to view it. It was almost like speaking with a friend. I can guarantee that
scanning this book will change how you discover your own struggle with infertility. I was
honored to have found it. This is this amazingly helpful book. Take things day by day trusting
in God’s arrange for you and understand this book/ workbook! There’s simply nothing at all to
dislike about Lillian’s publication and workbook.? A practical and encouraging reserve of hope!
Give it a try and really take your time in each chapter and each day! This book is amazing!
What a beautiful book of curing and trust!
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